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General description of the proposed solution 
 

The guidelines of the solution  
 

This new measure, announced with some advance, but not yet known with all the 
necessary operative details has created many problems and difficulties to be developed 
and yet requires to be completed in some additional parts, but not immediately 
necessary   

Therefore, the main aims and of this maintenance were:  

 Timely provide suitable solution for all the customers 
 Give a wide flexibility to meet all the different operative interpretations which the 

circular of the Italian tax Agency didn’t completely clarify.  

Given these premises, here follow the main peculiarities, the changes and the additions 
to the standard SAP, to allow using the solution in the more effective and simple way.  

 

Moreover, please consider this solution as a template and as a template it works 
according to the standard payroll schema I000.   Therefore, each customer can also 
adjust the standard solution based on his/her own needs by using the customizing tools 
which are available (including the payroll rules).    

     

Main characteristics of the solution  
 

The management of these new measures has the same guidelines of the already 
existing 80€ bonus.   Therefore, please also refer to the relevant roll-out to review 
all their peculiarity.  

In this quick reference guide, we will just highlight what is new and what we had to 
modify because of this extraordinary way to split the year in two semesters for a topic 
that regards taxation and relevant deductions.    
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As you know we had to manage three main points relevant to:  

 Trattamento integrativo dei redditi di lavoro dipendente e assimilati (Bonus 100€) 
 Ulteriore detrazione fiscale per redditi di lavoro dipendente e assimilate (New 

additional deduction for employees) 
 Abrogazione del “bonus 80€” (Termination of 80€ bonus) 
  

The output of this process is still obtained in two phases:   

 Monthly management  

Based on the available parameters set by the customers, the monthly amount of 
the new bonus/deduction are calculated by the payroll function IDETR which has 
been modified to meet these new requirements.    At the end, the following new 
wage types are created if the employee meets the required conditions:  
 
/4W6 Bonus 100€ mensile 
/4W7 Ult.detraz.LDip. '20 MM 
 
The process to calculate these new wage types is the same used for the already 
existing wage type (but clearly with the relevant changes required by the new 
law): 
   
/4W5 “Credito rid.cuneo fis.'14”  

 
 Final balance:  

Based on the available parameters set by the customers, the final amount of the 
balance of the new bonus/deduction are calculated by the payroll function ICODE 
and by the subsequent processing of the updated subschema ID80 included in 
the subschema ICO7 (concerning the general IRPEF balance).       
At the end, the following new wage types are created if the employee meets the 
required conditions:  
 
/4Y7 Cong.bonus 100€ 
/4Y8 Cong.ult.detrazione 2020 
 
Here again we have the same process used to calculate the already existing 
wage type (but clearly with the relevant changes required by the new law):   
 
/4Y6 Cong.bonus IRPEF (80#) 
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List of the changes and of the new objects 
  

Master data changes 
 

A new choice field has been introduced in the infotype 0156 to allow the required 
flexibility in case of the management of special situations or conditions.   

 

In this way the customer can choose how the new bonus/deduction can be paid (or not 
paid!) to any single employee.  

If one of these options has been selected not immediately, the solution will adapt the 
results and the due amount immediately for the monthly calculation and will perform a 
final (annual) calculation during the final balance. 
 

N.B. please consider that this new choice field can be entered only for infotypes 0156 
that are valid from 01/07/2020 onwards. 

 
In case an amount must be refunded, two new wage types will be created, according to 
the bonus/deduction:  
 
/4RX Recupero bonus 100€ 
/4RY Recupero ult.detr. LD '20  
 
Here again we have the same process used to calculate the already existing wage type 
(but clearly with the relevant changes required by the new law):  
 
/4RW Recupero bonus IRPEF 
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Changes in the payroll function IDETR 
 

This payroll function has been improved to calculate the monthly amounts of the new 
100€ bonus and of the new additional deduction.   

 As for the already existing 80€ bonus, they are paid under these four circumstances:  

 
1. The tax deduction due for the creation of the employee’s income (detrazioni per 

lavoro dipendente) has been required (the flag “Detrazione lavoro dipend.” of 
infotype 0156 is tick)  

2. The new choice field of IT 0156 is set appropriately 
3. The employee has room in the IRPEF tax capacity  

About this last check we have added to the already existing cumulated wage 
types IN10 and IN80, the new cumulated wage types INIM and INCV.  

In this way the estimated annual income (valid for the tax deduction due for the 
creation of the employee’s income) used both for determining the IRPEF tax and 
the deduction is now increased with 

 The income lost by the employee because of absences linked with the 
COVID pandemic (INCV).  This change has been introduced according to 
art.128 of the decree law 34/2020.  

 The non-taxable income (generally 70 or 80%) that is granted for 
employees returning to work in Italy from abroad (INIM).  This change has 
been introduced according to art.3 par.2 of the decree law 3/2020  

The customer can put here all these relevant amounts that will be considered as 
part of the income for the IRPEF tax capacity to evaluate the IRPEF tax capacity 
(“incapienza”). 

This income is read by the payroll functions IDETR (monthly calculation) and 
ICODE (final balance calculation) by means of the customizing of tables T596I or 
T596J  
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N.B. The cumulated wage types will add the wage types of tables T596I/J 
collecting their quantities both from the internal tables IT and CRT.    Therefore, 
you need to pay attention in case you use your own wage types to have them 
cumulated in a proper way.  

 

4. The estimated annual income (valid for the tax deduction due for the creation of 
the employee’s income) is within the limits set by the decree law 3/2020.  

About the calculation of the annual income we have added to the already existing 
cumulated wage type IN80, the new cumulated wage type INIM.  

In this way the estimated annual income valid for the calculation of the 
bonus/deduction can be increased with the non-taxable income that is granted 
for employees returning to work in Italy from abroad.      

The customer can put here all these relevant amounts that will be considered as 
part of the income for the calculation of the bonus/deduction. 

This income is read by the payroll functions IDETR (monthly calculation) and 
ICODE (final balance calculation) by means of the customizing of tables T596I 
(or T596J if the customers will use its own wage types instead of the standard 
one) 

N.B. The cumulated wage types (like IN80 or INIM) will add the wage types of 
tables T596I/J collecting their quantities both from the internal tables IT and CRT.    
Therefore, you need to pay attention in case you use your own wage types to 
have them cumulated in a proper way.  

 

 The amount of the bonus/deduction which is paid monthly can be driven by the 
customers by means of the following constants and customizing.  
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Please note that the amounts displayed in the following figures are the one chosen 
by SAP as standard.  Nevertheless, the customers can change them if this 
interpretation doesn’t fit with their own.  

1. New constant (view V_T511P) HEFXA Importo mensile bonus 100 euro (the 
behavior is the same of the constant FIXAM already used for the 80€ bonus) 

 
 If the constant is filled with any amount different from zero, then the monthly 

amount will be paid as 100€ bonus every month (in case all the days of that 
month are valid for tax deduction) disregarding of how many days the month 
has.    For instance, the following customizing will cause the payment of 100€.   

 

 If the constant is not filled, the payroll function IDETR prorates the annual 
amount with the number of days pointed out in the new constant (view 
V_T511K) HEDYE Divisore per bonus 100 euro.   In this way we get the 
daily amount of the IRPEF bonus which is the base to determine the monthly 
payment. 

 

 

2. For the additional deduction instead, we don’t have a fixed monthly amount 
because it is referred to the days valid for standard deductions.    

But we have a divider that can be different from the one used by the 100€ bonus.   
It is the new constant (view V_T511K) HADYE Divisore per bonus 100 euro.    
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In addition, please take care to the following points:   

 The amount of the monthly wage type /4W6 and /4W7 are always prorated to the 
number of days valid in that month for the tax deduction due for the creation of the 
employee’s income (detrazione per lavoro dipendente).  Therefore, if the valid days 
in July are 21, the final monthly amount of the 100€ bonus will be, for instance, 100 
(or any other theoretical monthly amount) * 21 / 31 €. 

 
 All the other amounts and data used for the calculation are now saved in table 

V_T5ITD2 under the following new entries: 
 

 100E  
 RTDA 

   

  

SAP proposes, for the 100€ bonus, the amount of 600€ and 1200€ starting from 
2021, according to art.1 of decree law 3/2020.     Please note that these amounts 
are created in relation with the divider HADYE and, in case, they must be changed 
accordingly.    
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About the termination of 80€ bonus  

By simply delimiting the already existing constant FIXAM (like in the next figure), the 
monthly amount of the 80€ bonus will not be created any more starting from July 
2020.  
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Changes in the payroll function ICODE 
 

This payroll function has been improved to calculate the amount of the annual new 100€ 
bonus and of the new additional deduction and generate these two new wage types: 

/4XL Imp. teorico 100€ annuale 
/4XM Imp.teorico U.Detr.'20 AA 
 
The process to calculate these new wage types is the same used for the already 
existing wage type (but clearly with the relevant changes required by the new law): 
 
/4XK Bonus IRPEF annuale 
 
These new wage types are then used in the new updated subschema ID80 where the 
following wage types are generated: 
 
/4Y7 Cong.bonus 100€ 
/4Y8 Cong.ult.detrazione 2020 
 
The process to calculate these new wage types is the same used for the already 
existing wage type (but clearly with the relevant changes required by the new law): 
 
/4Y6 Cong.bonus IRPEF (80#) 
 
These two new wage types contain the amount of the final balance calculated based on 
all the previous amounts paid until that moment.  
 

The wage types /4XL and /4XM (containing the annual theoretical amount – without 
considering the days valid for deduction, but only the annual known income) are 
generated if the following conditions are met:  

 The tax deduction due for the creation of the employee’s income (detrazioni per 
lavoro dipendente) is not refused (the new choice field of IT 0156 is set 
appropriately) 

 
 The employee has room in the IRPEF tax capacity  

About this check, please consider that what said for IDETR is still valid and 
cumulation wage types IN80, IN10, INIM and INCV are used. 

 
 The annual income is within the limits set by the legislative decree number 

3/2020.  
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About this check please consider that what said for IDETR is still valid and 
cumulation wage types IN80 and INIM are used.  

 

In addition, please pay attention to the following points:   

 The wage types /4XL and /4XM are not prorated to the number of days valid in the 
whole year for the tax deduction due for the creation of the employee’s income 
(giorni validi per detrazione da lavoro dipendente).   This amount is prorated later in 
the new payroll rules created for bonus 100€ and additional deduction.  

 
 The wage type /4XI “Flag mese conguaglio detr” is still generated by the function 

ICODE when the final balance is active (its number is equal to “1” in this case).    
This wage type is then used as a flag in the subschema ID80 to activate the final 
balance. 

 
 The estimated annual income, used in the payroll function IDETR for the calculation 

of 100€ bonus and additional deduction, is the same that is already used for 80€ 
bonus and for the tax deduction due for the creation of the employee’s income (or 
“detrazioni per lavoro dipendente”).        

 
 Here follows a brief recap about the additional incomes that can be driven by the 

customer by means of the cumulation wage types that are considered during both 
the monthly calculation and the final balance:  
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Subschema ID80  
 

Because of the new bonus 100€ and of the additional deduction, we have reviewed the  
subschema ID80 dedicated to the final balance of these bonuses/deduction. 

 

In addition, because of the odd split of the fiscal year in two parts, we can’t use anymore 
the standard wage /402 (number of days valid in the whole year for the tax deduction 
due for the creation of the employee’s income). 

Therefore, for year 2020 we have two additional wage types containing the number of 
days valid for the first and the second semester: 

/42A GG Detr.Lav.D. 1°Sem. '20 
/42B GG Detr.Lav.D. 2°Sem. '20 
 
These new wage types are created (for year 2020) by the payroll function ICODE with 
the same rules and criteria used for /402 Giorni detrazioni and will be used in the 
payroll rules that calculate the final balance.  
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In other words, these new wage types will replace /402 for the final balance respectively 
for 
  

 80€ bonus (/42A) 
 100€ bonus and additional deduction (/42B) 

 
For the same reason we defined the two new wage types:  
 
/41A GG Ass. Detr. 1°Sem. '20 
/41B GG Ass. Detr. 2°Sem. '20  
 
These wage types are available for the customers to introduce days of absence to not 
be considered valid for the tax deduction due for the creation of the employee’s income 
(detrazione per lavoro dipendente).      
 
As for /401, that is considered when calculating /402, /41A and /41B will be considered 
respectively in calculating /42A and /42B.    
 
N.B. Since 2020 is a leap year, it could be controversial the way day February 29th is 
considered.  If it is valid for the tax deduction due for the creation of the employee’s income 
(detrazione per lavoro dipendente) or it is not.      In fact, the total number of days are 366, but 
only 365 are admitted.   
Therefore, generally February 29th is not counted.   
This is already managed for the standard deduction that have annual validity, but we have now 
added also the possibility to consider this extra day valid or not for the first semester and then 
influencing the counting of days in /42A.    
In short: we have the new constant HAFSD.    
If its value is zero or blank February 29th will be considered, if it is “1” (or any other value) it will 
not.  
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Payroll rules 

 

Basically, the subschema ID80 now includes also the final balance of the two new 
measures (bonus 100€ and additional deduction) in addition to the already existing 80€ 
bonus.  Therefore, the original structure, related to 80€ bonus, has been replicated 
twice, but with the same logic.     The original part related to 80€ bonus has also been 
reviewed because of the validity limited to only the first semester.   
 
Anyway, down here are the list and a brief description of the payroll rules used in ID80:  

 

 (IF) IRE1:  it checks if the employee has renounced to the IRPEF bonus on the basis 
of the value of the flag of master data flag “Rinuncia a Rid. Del cuneo fis 2014” of 
infotype 0156.    This rule is not changed.    

 
Rule IRE1 “Verifica la rinuncia al bonus 80€ per riduzione del cuneo fiscale” 

 
 

  
 (PIT) IRE2: Calculation of the final balance of 80€ bonus and generation of the 

relevant wage type /4Y6 “Cong cred.rid cuneo fisc.“.    This rule has been 
modified to adapt to the final balance on the first semester only.  
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Rule IRE2 “Conguaglio bonus IRPEF (80€) per riduzione del cuneo fiscale” 

 

 
The rule is run if the “flag” wage type /4XI exists and carries “1” in the number field.  
In positive case we calculate the amount due to the employee and to that amount we 
subtract the bonus already paid.     
The already existing part of the rule will be run until June, while the new part that 
considers only the first semester will be run from July 2020. 
 
Please also note that instead of a fixed divider of 365 (days) now we have used the 
constant FIXDV (table V_T511K).   In this way the customer can freely decide which 
formula to use for the final balance:  
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 960 * N1 / 366 
 960 * N1 / 365 
 480 * N1 / 182 
 480 * N1 / 181 
 
In fact, the first amount is still in the constant BSTAB (V_T511P) while the second is 
in constant FIXDV.   N1 is instead the number of days valid for the first semester, 
provided by function ICODE in the new wage type /42A.    
 

   
       
 

 (PIT) IREA: This rule simply converts the wage type /4Y6 “Cong cred.rid cuneo 
fisc.“ into wage type /4RW Recupero bonus IRPEF in case the 80€ bonus is not 
due.     
In fact, it’s more appropriate to consider that amount as a restitution instead of the 
result of the final balance.   Clearly this situation can happen when during balance, 
at least one of the conditions for the eligibility is not met anymore.    
 
Rule IREA “Recupero bonus 80€ in caso di non spettanza” 
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 (ACTIO) IRE3:  in case of renunciation after having already received some amount 

of 80€ bonus, this rule creates the wage type /4RW Recupero bonus IRPEF with 
the amount to give back.    This rule is not changed.    
 
Rule IRE3 “Recupero credito non dovuto” 
 

 
  

 (IF) IRE4:  it checks if the employee has renounced to the IRPEF bonus based on 
the value of new choice field “Opzioni per l’applic. del bonus 100€ e dell’ulteriore 
detr.” of infotype 0156.    This rule is new.    
 

Rule IRE4 “Verifica della rinuncia al bonus 100€” 
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To implement this check, we used the payroll operations RDTAB e RDTP.  

The rule BO100 has been created as parameter of operation RDTAB in the 
following tables:    

table V_T5ITWD 
 

 
 

table V_T5ITWB 
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 (PIT) IRE5: Calculation of the final balance of 100€ bonus and generation of the 
relevant wage type /4Y7 “Cong.bonus 100€.      This rule is new.  

 

Rule IRE5 “Conguaglio del bonus 100€ per riduzione del cuneo fiscale” 

 

 
The rule is run if the “flag” wage type /4XI exists and carries “1” in the number field.  
In positive case we calculate the amount due to the employee and to that amount we 
subtract the 100€ bonus already paid.     
 
Please also note that we have used the new constant HEDYE (table V_T511K).   In 
this way the customer can freely decide which formula to use for the final balance:  
 
 960 * N2 / 366 
 960 * N2 / 365 
 480 * N2 / 184 
 
In fact, the first amount is in table T5ITD2 while the second is in constant HEDYE.   
N2 is instead the number of days valid for the second semester, provided by function 
ICODE in the new wage type /42B.    
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 (PIT) IREB: This payroll rule simply converts the wage type /4Y7 “Cong.bonus 
100€ into wage type /4RX Recupero bonus 100€ in case the 100€ bonus is not 
due.     
In fact, it’s more appropriate to consider that amount as a restitution instead of the 
result of the final balance.   Clearly this situation can happen only during final 
balance, in case at least one of the conditions for the eligibility is not met anymore.     
This rule is new. 
 
Rule IREB “Recupero bonus 100€ in caso di non spettanza” 
 

 
 
 

 (ACTIO) IRE6:  in case of renunciation after having already received some amount 
of 100€ bonus, this rule creates the wage type /4RX Recupero bonus 100€ with the 
amount to give back.     This rule is new.  

 
Rule IRE6 “Recupero bonus 100€ già erogato in caso di rinuncia successiva”    
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 (IF) IRE7:  it checks if the employee has renounced to the additional deduction 
based on the value of new choice field “Opzioni per l’applic. del bonus 100€ e 
dell’ulteriore detr.” of infotype 0156.    This rule is new.    
 

Rule IRE7 “Verifica della rinuncia all’ulteriore detrazione 2020” 
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To implement this check, we used the payroll operations RDTAB e RDTP with the 
rule BO100.   Please look at comments for rule IRE4 for additional details. 

 

 (PIT) IRE8: Calculation of the final balance of additional deduction and generation of 
the relevant wage type /4Y8 “Cong.ult.detrazione 2020”.      This rule is new.  

 

Rule IRE8 “Conguaglio dell'ulteriore detrazione 2020 per rid.del cuneo fiscale” 

 

 
The rule is run if the “flag” wage type /4XI exists and carries “1” in the number field.  
In positive case we calculate the amount due to the employee and to that amount we 
subtract the additional deduction already used.      
 
Please also note that we have used the new constant HADYE (table V_T511K).   In 
this way the customer can freely decide which formula to use for the final balance, 
even if in this case the initial amount is defined by the rules given in art.2 of decree 
law 3/2020. 
   
 

 (PIT) IREC: This payroll rule simply converts the wage type /4Y8 
“Cong.ult.detrazione 2020” into wage type /4RY “Recupero ult.detr. LD '20” in 
case the additional deduction is not due.     
In fact, it’s more appropriate to consider that amount as a restitution instead of the 
result of the final balance.   Clearly this situation can happen only during final 
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balance, in case at least one of the conditions for the eligibility is not met anymore.     
This rule is new. 
 
Rule IREC “Recupero dell'ulteriore detrazione 2020 in caso di non spettanza” 
 

 
 
 

 (ACTIO) IRE9:  in case of renunciation after having already benefit of some amount 
of additional deduction, this rule creates the wage type /4RY “Recupero ult.detr. 
LD '20” with the amount to give back.    This rule is new. 

 
Rule IRE9 “Recupero ulteriore detrazione già erogata in caso di rinuncia”    
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New wage types   
 

Here follows a brief recap of all the new wage types introduced with this maintenance: 

 /4W6   Bonus 100€ mensile 

This wage type contains the monthly amount of bonus 100€ paid to the employee 
for the reduction of the tax wedge.   The wage type is generated by the payroll 
function IDETR.   

 /4W7   Ult.detraz.LDip. '20 MM 

This wage type contains the monthly amount of the additional deduction granted 
to the employee for the reduction of the tax wedge.   The wage type is generated 
by the payroll function IDETR.   

 /4Y7   Cong.bonus 100€ 

This wage type contains the amount of the final balance for the 100€ bonus paid 
to the employee for the reduction of the tax wedge.    The wage type is calculated 
and generated by the payroll rule IRE5.  

 /4Y8   Cong.ult.detrazione 2020 

This wage type contains the amount of the final balance for the additional 
deduction granted to the employee for the reduction of the tax wedge.    The 
wage type is calculated and generated by the payroll rule IRE8.  

 /4XL   Imp. teorico 100€ annuale 

This wage type contains the theoretical annual amount of the 100€ bonus due to 
the employee for the reduction of the tax wedge.   This amount will later be 
prorated to the real working period.     The wage type is generated by the payroll 
function ICODE.  

 /4XM   Imp.teorico U.Detr.'20 AA 

This wage type contains the theoretical annual amount of the additional 
deduction that must be granted to the employee for the reduction of the tax 
wedge.   This amount will later be prorated to the real working period.     The 
wage type is generated by the payroll function ICODE. 
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 /42A   GG Detr.Lav.D. 1°Sem. '20 

This wage type contains in the field “number” the number of days which are valid 
in the first semester of 2020 for the tax deduction due for the creation of the 
employee’s income (detrazioni per lavoro dipendente) and therefore also for the 
80€ bonus.    It’s generated by the payroll function ICODE.   

 /42B   GG Detr.Lav.D. 2°Sem. '20 

This wage type contains in the field “number” the number of days which are valid 
in the second semester of 2020 for the tax deduction due for the creation of the 
employee’s income (detrazioni per lavoro dipendente) and therefore also for the 
100€ bonus and for the additional deduction.    It’s generated by the payroll 
function ICODE. 

 /41A   GG Ass. Detr. 1°Sem. '20 

This wage type is available for the customers to introduce days of absence to not 
be considered valid for the tax deduction due for the creation of the employee’s 
income (detrazione per lavoro dipendente) and related to the first semester of 
2020.     This wage type will be considered when calculating wage type /42A in 
function payroll ICODE.  
   

 /41B   GG Ass. Detr. 2°Sem. '20 

This wage type is available for the customers to introduce days of absence to not 
be considered valid for the tax deduction due for the creation of the employee’s 
income (detrazione per lavoro dipendente) and related to the second semester of 
2020.    This wage type will be considered when calculating wage type /42B in 
function payroll ICODE.    

 /4RX   Recupero bonus 100€ 

This wage type contains the recovery of the 100€ bonus already paid but to 
which the employee has later renounced or for which she/he is not actually 
eligible.   The wage type is calculated and generated by the payroll rules IRE6 (in 
case of renunciation) or IREB (if found not eligible during final balance 
calculation). 

 /4RY   Recupero ult.detr. LD '20 

This wage type contains the recovery of the additional deduction already granted 
but to which the employee has later renounced or for which he/she is not actually 
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eligible.   The wage type is calculated and generated by the payroll rules IRE9 (in 
case of renunciation) or IREC (if found not eligible during final balance 
calculation).  

 /D8A   GG Det.LD A.Dt 1Sem IT305 

This wage type contains the number of days coming from the previous employer 
(and input with infotype 0305) related to the first semester of 2020 and which 
were used for the tax deduction due for the creation of the employee’s income 
(detrazioni per lavoro dipendente).            
These days will be added to the number of the days calculated by the current 
employer in the payroll function ICODE to correctly create the new wage types 
/42A that will be used for the final balance of 80€ bonus.  

 /D8B   GG Det.LD A.Dt 2Sem IT305 

This wage type contains the number of days coming from the previous employer 
(and input with infotype 0305) related to the second semester of 2020 and which 
were used for the tax deduction due for the creation of the employee’s income 
(detrazioni per lavoro dipendente).           These days will be added to the number 
of the days calculated by the current employer in the payroll function ICODE to 
correctly create the new wage types /42B that will be used for the final balance of 
100€ bonus and for the additional deduction. 

 /D8H    Bonus 100€  Al.Dat. IT305 

This wage type contains the amount of the 100€ bonus already paid to the 
employee by the previous employer (and input with infotype 0305).     This wage 
type is used in the subschema ID80 to calculate the final balance of the 100€ 
bonus.   

 /D8U    Ult.Detr.'20 Al.Dat IT305 

This wage type contains the amount of the additional deduction already granted 
to the employee by the previous employer (and input with infotype 0305).    This 
wage type is used in the subschema ID80 to calculate the final balance of the 
additional deduction. 
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How to manage the data from the previous employer  
 

If an employee hired in 2020 has already received some payment by the previous 
employer and has notified that data (by means of CU) to the current employer, it’s 
necessary to manage them to correctly pay the monthly bonus and perform the final 
balance.      

See next paragraphs to implement the required steps.  

 

Monthly payment 
 

Before describing what has been introduced for managing the new 100€ bonus and the 
additional deduction, it’s important to remind what we have already in place for 80€ 
bonus.   In fact, the solution designed for these two new measures is alike the one 
already existing.  

These wage types are still available and used to input the necessary data from the previous 
employer in case the infotype 0305 is not yet created.  

 /D81 Impon.Bonus IRPEF Alt.Dat 
 /D88 Giorni Bon.IRPEF Alt.Dat 
 
Both wage type /D81 and /D88 correspond to wage types /D01 “Imponib.Fisc. Altri. Dat.” 
and /D08 “Giorni Detraz. LD Alt.Dat”.     But, unlike them, they are not admissible as input 
for infotype 0305.  

We preferred to create these new additional wage types to clearly separate the 
management of the IRPEF bonus from the filling of the infotype 0305 which is generally 
done only few days before performing the final balance.  

These wage types are added to the corresponding amounts and numbers relevant to the 
current employer by means of the table T596I (or T596J) and they are read and used by the 
payroll function IDETR by means of the cumulative wage type DY80 and IN80.       
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Therefore, these wage types can be freely input by using infotype 0014.   Clearly, if 
customer had already these quantities in his own system, they could be input by using the 
relevant wage types and customizing table T596J (whose entries prevail on the ones of 
table T596I).   
 

N.B. The cumulated wage types (like IN80 or DY80) will add the wage types of tables 
T596I/J collecting their quantities both from the internal tables IT and CRT.    Therefore, 
you need to pay attention in case you use your own wage types to have them cumulated 
in a proper way.  

 
 
As an alternative, these wage types could also be not informed, in case the customer has 
used immediately infotype 0305 to register the relevant quantities with wage types /D01 e 
/D08.     
 
For this reason it could be helpful to remind that all the wage types in infotype 0305 can be 
read in the payroll schema by means of the payroll function ITR01 and therefore, for 
instance, they could be used to supply the cumulating wage types IN80 and DY80 (by 
means of the wage types /D81 and /D88) in the following way:  
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Since the data relevant to the previous employer are used only to assess the eligibility 
to the bonus, or to the additional deduction, and this eligibility refers to the annual data, 
it’s not necessary add new wage types for the 100€ and additional deduction.   In fact, 
the condition that is checked during the monthly process regards only the tax capacity 
(“incapienza”).  

 

Management of the final balance  
 

As already done for monthly management, before describing what has been introduced 
for managing the new 100€ bonus and the additional deduction, we remind the solution 
that is already in place that is used also for the two new measures. 

It’s important to underline that during the final balance only the wage types in IT 
0305 will be considered.   
Therefore, if you have already used wage types /D81, D88 for the monthly management 
during the previous months, it’s necessary that the wage types /D01, /D08 you input in 
the infotype 0305 are coherent with what you have already done.   

 

Because of the odd final balance split in two semesters, we were forced to separate 
quantities relevant to the two parts of the year.   

And therefore, apart the annual values of /D01 and /D08 that are correctly referred to 
the whole year we have now these additional new wage types that must be input in 
infotype 0305:   

 /D8A GG Det.LD A.Dt 1Sem IT305 
 /D8B GG Det.LD A.Dt 2Sem IT305 

These days are considered in the updated payroll function ICODE to correctly 
create the new wage types /42A and /42B that will be used for the final balance.  

It will be customer’s responsibility to check the coherence with wage type /D08 to 
respect the relationship:  /D08 = /D8A + /D8B  

 /D8H Bonus 100€  Al.Dat. IT305 
 /D8U Ult.Detr.'20 Al.Dat IT305 

These wage types represent the amount paid by the previous employer and will 
be considered in subschema ID80 for the final balance.  
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Please also note:  

 For the bonus 80€, we will still use the already existing wage type /D80. 
 The theoretical amount of the bonus is still calculated by the payroll function ICODE 

which already includes the quantities which are placed in the wage types /D01 e 
/D08 input in infotype 0305.    

 The real final balance is performed only when running subschema ID80 where the 
wage type relevant to the amounts paid by the previous employer are read and 
evaluated together with all the other pertinent quantities.   


